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Abstract

Due to the sun-synchronous GOCE orbit two polar regions with a radius of about 700 km cannot be
observed. In this contribution effects of these data gaps are investigated using a regional recovery strategy.
It consists essentially of a variant of the time-wise approach, where the geopotential is represented by a
system of space-localizing base functions. The ability of the three diagonal tensor components of the gra-
diometer instrument ‘‘to look into’’ the gaps is investigated. Our investigations show that 1��1� mean
anomalies can be recovered at reduced accuracy. Referred to a simulated gravity field model complete up
to degree 360 the rms-values increase with geographical latitude from 3 mGal up to 10–12 mGal. It is not
possible to overcome these problems solely by introducing additional GPS data, but if terrestrial or air-
borne gravity information is available, also datum defects can be successfully fixed. This work on the polar
gap problem was done in the framework of the ESA contract on GOCE entitled ‘‘From Eötvös to Milli-
gal’’. # 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

GOCE is the first Earth Explorer Mission (EEM) and the only one for which at this moment a
sufficient budget has been allocated by ESA. The foreseen launch is either in summer or winter
2004 and GOCE will benefit strongly from the missions CHAMP and GRACE.

The aim of the GOCE mission is to provide global and regional models of the Earth’s gravity field
and its corresponding geoid surface with high spatial resolution and accuracy. In contrast to the
other missions GOCE will be equipped with a gradiometer instrument. Assuming a measurement
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accuracy of 3 mE/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
in the measurement bandwidth of about 0.001–0.1 Hz the maximum resol-

vable degree is expected to be at or close to 250—corresponding to a resolution around 80 km.
Due to the sun-synchronous orbit with an inclination of 96.5� the two polar regions with a

radius of about 700 km cannot be observed. They represent data gaps. On the other hand, the
maximum of data is collected at the rim of the gaps. This is shown in Fig. 1, where the groundtracks
entailing the gaps are visible. The effects of these data gaps are poorly determined frequency bands
in the spectral representation of the gravity field.

GOCE will carry a three dimensional gradiometer, a capacitive type with a baseline of 50 cm.
The principle is based on the measurement of the relative accelerations of test masses at different
locations inside the satellite. These differential accelerations provide the second derivatives of the
potential. Additionally the spacecraft will be equipped with a GPS receiver.

The polar gap problem has been studied in a number of papers, a recent investigation in view of
the space-wise appoach is Tscherning et al. (2000), where more references can be found.

In this study a regional recovery strategy is used for the analysis. The geopotential is repre-
sented by a system of space-localizing base functions instead of spherical harmonics. Due to the
ill-posedness of the downward continuation process a regularization technique has to be applied
for the estimation of the coefficients. In Section 2 this mathematical setting is described. Section 3
deals with the simulation strategy. Our simulation investigates the capabilities of a full diagonal
gradiometer to recover parameters describing the gravity field within the polar gaps. The pre-
sentation of numerical results follows in Section 4. It turns out that there are significant differ-
ences in the behaviour of the different tensor components. Additional GPS-data are not able to
enhance the quality of the solution, but on the other hand a combination with terrestrial or
airborne data of low noise can successfully fix datum defects. In Section 5 a short conclusion is
given.

Fig. 1. (North) polar gap.
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2. Mathematical modelling

It is common to model the disturbance potential by a spherical harmonic expansion,

T ¼
X1
n¼0

R

r

� �nþ1 X2nþ1

m¼0

tnmYnmð�; lÞ: ð1Þ

Ynmð�; lÞ are the fully normalized spherical harmonics and the corresponding coefficients tnm

are the residuals with respect to a reference potential. Due to the global support of the spherical
harmonics, in our investigation of data gaps a different parameterization had to be chosen. A
regional recovery strategy—as it is used here—needs a representation with base functions of
(nearly) local support. Therefore, the approximation of the gravity field is based on space-loca-
lizing base functions T~ ¼

PU
i¼1�i�i, where the coefficients �i are the unknowns. Suitable base

functions �i given by isotropic kernels. In this paper the Stokes-kernel S(P, Qi) is exclusively used.
Then it is common practice to associate the unknowns with block mean gravity anomalies �g
defined on surface elements �!ðQiÞ (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967):

T~ ðPÞ ¼
R

4�

XU

i¼1

SðP;QiÞ�gðQiÞ�!ðQiÞ ð2Þ

There are two types of observation equations used in this study: one for the gradiometer and
one for the additional high-low satellite-to-satellite (SST) measurements to the GPS-satellites.
The first one simply reads

b ¼ Cobs 	 C ref ¼ rrT~ : ð3Þ

In connection with Eq (2) the r-operator has to be applied twice to the Stokes-kernel S(P, Qi).
Only diagonal terms Cxx;Cyy and Czz are used.

The observation equation in the case of SST is based on the eigenfunction expansion of the
intersatellite distance (Schneider, 1984). The solution of a boundary value problem leads to an
integral equation of Freholm type. A detailed treatment is given in Ilk et al. (1995). In our study
the n expansion coefficients

bv ¼ robsv 	 rrefv ¼ 	
2T2

v2�2

ð1

0

ðsinð��	0Þe12 �rT~ Þd	0 ð4Þ

for 
=1...n are used as pseudo-observations. A matrix representation of the Eqs. (3) and (4)
consists of the design matrix A, the vector of the unknown coefficients �, the observation vector l
and a vector of random errors �

A� ¼ lþ �: ð5Þ
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Due to the ill-posed nature of the downward continuation process, the presence of errors and
the data gap the discretized problem (5) is ill-conditioned. Therefore, a regularization technique
has to be applied. Using Tikhonov regularization with signal constraint the normals take the
well-known form

ðATPAþ �2MÞ� ¼ ATPl ð6Þ

with the regularization parameter �2 and the Gramian matrix M. Then the solution minimizes the
functional

F �2 ¼ A�	 l
�� ��2

P
þ�2 �

�� ��2

M
ð7Þ

and the covariance matrix of the estimated unknowns �̂ reads

Covð�̂Þ ¼ �̂ðATPAþ �2MÞ
	1ATPAðATPAþ �2MÞ

	1: ð8Þ

3. Simulation strategy

The ability of the regional recovery strategy to deal with the polar gaps is investigated in a
simulation study. It starts with the computation of the GOCE orbits and the gradiometer data.
The orbit parameters in Table 1 serve as input and the EGM96 model complete up to degree and
order 360 was chosen as quasi true gravity field. This means that the orbits and the measurements
are computed with this model and the nominal values for the gravity anomalies, too. To have a
coordinate grid suitable for anomaly block formation in the north polar region the coordinate
system is rotated by 90�. Fig. 2 shows this 1��1� grid with approximately equal block sizes and
no singularity. The simulation is extended over 31 days, which corresponds to 499 GOCE tracks
in this area (see Fig. 1). The instrument is assumed to produce data at 0.2 Hz sampling rate. In
connection with typical orbit arc lengths of 560 s an amount of 56,000 observations for each
tensor component follows. For the SGG measurements a coloured noise model described in
Koop et al. (2000) is taken into account (see Table 2). Besides, surface data could be simulated,

Table 1
GOCE orbit parameters

a 6 628 136.30 m
e 0.001
i 96.6�

Table 2
GOCE instrument parameters

f 0.2 Hz
rms 1.18 mE
T 31 Days
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too. The output of the simulation study are mean gravity anomalies, their full covariance matrix,
the estimated bias, the estimated MSE matrix and true mean square errors.

Of utmost importance in the practical implementation of regularization techniques is the choice
of an optimal regularization parameter �2. There are two strategies: comparison to the true
solution, which is only possible in a simulation, or applying a parameter choice rule. In the latter
case the value of �2 can be obtained e.g. by the so called L-curve method (Hansen, 1992).

4. Numerical results

First the information content of the different tensor observations is investigated. In Fig. 3 the
main diagonal entries of the normal matrix ðATPAÞii are plotted versus the geographical latitude.
The weight matrix P was built according to the noise model covariance function. As expected the
information content strongly degrades when passing the rim of the data gap. Because of the
density of observations the maximum is reached near the rim. Comparing the tensor components
the earth-pointing direction shows the largest values in the data area and the smallest in the gap
area. For the along- and the cross-track component one can expect a worse accuracy below 83�,
but within the gap both the horizontal components provide most information.

For the determination of the optimal regularization parameter the L-curve is used (Hansen,
1992). The L-curve is a plot of the weighted residual norm versus the norm of the regularized
solution for the all valid regularization parameters. The optimum is located at the point of max-
imum curvature, this means the typical corner of the curve in a double-logarithmic plot. Fig. 4
shows the results for each tensor component in a common plot. In all three cases there is a sig-
nificant corner with the desired parameter. In contrast to Xu (1998) we found this a posteriori
parameter choice rule working excellently.

Fig. 2. Rotated coordinate grid (mGal).
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The separate solutions of the three components are not presented in this paper. We refer to
Kusche and Ilk (2000), where it is shown that cross-track gradiometric observations yield the best
result in the gap area, but a ranking seems by far not as distinct as expected from Fig. 3. In Fig. 5
the estimated mean square errors are plotted according to the following matrix

MSEð�̂Þ ¼ Covð�̂Þ þ T ð9Þ

with Covð�̂Þ defined in (8). P	1 is the variance–covariance matrix of the data and  is the bias,
which is predicted from

 ¼ �2ðATPAþ �2MÞ
	1M�� ; ð10Þ

where the unknown anomalies are replaced by an estimated mean value �� . True mean square
errors obtained from the known spherical harmonic model are given in Fig. 6 for comparison.
The results displayed in Figs. 5 and 6 compare very well. The main difference is the behaviour at
the rim of the gap. The decrease of accuracy is more rapid for the estimated MSEs than in the

Fig. 3. Main diagonal entries of normal matrix versus geographical latitude.

Fig. 4. L-curves for different tensor components, A�̂ 	 l
�� ��2

P
versus �̂

�� ��2

M
.
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case of true MSEs. In both of them the cross-track component shows slightly the best perfor-
mance. The coincidence of the pictures indicates that the MSE estimate according to (9) is quite
appropriate.

Finally a full-tensor solution is computed by merging the normal matrices. Fig. 8 shows the
result of the gravity field recovery in the polar gap area compared to the true field in the sense of
the spherical harmonic model (Fig. 7). It is obvious that the fine structures of the field are invi-
sible for the gradiometer. Within the polar gap features on spatial scales less than 500 km get lost,
although the coarse part can be recovered. The rms-value in the area of dense data is about 3 mGal
compared to a signal rms of 13.4 mGal. The differences of Figs. 7 and 8 are plotted in Fig. 9.

GOCE will be continuously tracked by GPS, but one expects that these data will contribute
significantly only to the long-wavelength part of the gravity field. Therefore, uncorrelated range
measurements with a variance of (3 cm)2 had been computed. The accuracy of a solution based
on GPS only is very poor with a rms value of 8–9 mGal. It is not possible to determine the field
with the chosen 1��1� resolution. In a combined solution the improvement is below 0.1 mGal in
the rms-value.

Fig. 5. Estimated MSEs (mGal) versus geographical latitude.

Fig. 6. True MSEs (mGal) versus geographical latitude.
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Recent developments suggest that the polar regions will be almost completely covered with
airborne data in a few years. But one might expect that these data sets will suffer from incon-
sistencies, biases or long-wavelength errors. The possibilities of improving a regularized GOCE
gravity field solution with additional data are investigated. Therefore, we derive ‘‘true’’ 1��1�

Fig. 8. Full-diagonal recovery (mGal).

Fig. 7. True mean gravity anomalies (mGal).
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mean anomalies from the EGM96 model. They serve as additional surface data with a high
weight. Fig. 10 shows these data in an example, where the supplementary measurements are
available only within the gap (above 85�). An extended example consists of surface data bridging
the gap (above 75�). Also for the type of data two cases are considered: at first ‘‘relative gravity’’

Fig. 10. Additional data (mGal).

Fig. 9. Differences (mGal).
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in the form of differences of the block values and secondly ‘‘absolute gravity’’, where the block
values are directly used. The main results can be summarized as follows (for a detailed description
see Kusche and Ilk, 2000). Surface data within the polar gap can solely locally improve the
satellite solution. In contrast, it is impossible to obtain overall improvements if only few addi-
tional data sets are given. In the relative case datum defects of the surface data can be fixed, in the
small case with an accuracy of 1 mGal and in the extended case within an accuracy of 0.1 mGal.
So, a combination with relative data seems sufficient, but the coverage of surface data should also
extend into the stable non-polar part of the satellite solution.

5. Conclusion and outlook

Our investigations show that 1��1� mean anomaly blocks within the polar gaps can be recovered,
but at reduced accuracy only. From the rim to the center of the gap the performance reduces from 3
mGal rms up to 10–12 mGal. Measurements in cross-track direction contain the most information,
although the differences between the tensor components are small. We found that the estimated MSEs
represent a good approximation for the true errors. Additional high-low data from GPS do not
improve the results in this regional scenery. The implementation of airborne or terrestrial gravity data
can help to improve the recovery results, only if a complete coverage of the polar gap is available.
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